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LIMITATIONS OF NOTATION SYSTEM IN CENTRED PART ALIGNMENT 

ACCURACY IMPOSED BY ISO STANDARD AND PROPOSAL  

FOR AN IMPROVED METHODOLOGY 

According to the ISO Geometrical Product Specifications (GPS), centred part alignment with one centred point 

can be described clearly using technical drawings. There are two main limitations of this standard; Firstly: 

 the uncertainty over use of notations in technical drawings when more than one centred point is applied, and 

secondly, the use of fixed datum targets to centred points which causes an unstable alignment process.  

This article suggests a new approach for a functional, explicitly defined notation system of datums and datum 

systems based on the research of orientation constraints between datums. This new approach simplifies  

the technical drawing, thereby eliminating notation uncertainties. An improved methodology for a stable 

alignment process was developed based on physical analysis of the centred part alignment which implements 

movable datum targets. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

ISO 5459:2011 [1] is the international GPS [2] standard for establishment of datums 

and datum systems of geometrical components in design and manufacturing, as well as 

standardisation of these notations in technical drawings. In ISO 5459:2011 the centred part 

alignment is defined by aligning a part with the derived geometrical element [3] which is  

a centred (or middle) plane, centred (or middle) line or centred (or middle) point. It is 

difficult to describe all the datums and datum systems for every variable component  

by using the notations imposed by ISO. This paper focuses on the notations of the datums 

and datum systems by centred part alignment with more than one centred point in  

the technical drawings. The terminology “centred point” which is used in this paper 

indicates the middle point which is generated after the centring process of two points from 

different planes. The research is based on the rules of orientation constraints of datums and 

through analysis of the physical behaviour of centred part alignment with centred points. 

Previous works [4-14] concentrated more on the process of mathematical 

establishment and practical application of datums and datum systems, rather than  
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the notation of these within technical drawings. Moreover, the previous works have not 

particularly determined the limitations and deficits of using fixed datum targets by centred 

part alignment with centred points. 

This paper proposes a function-oriented [15] reproducible and reliable notation system 

of datums and datum systems and offers a correspondingly improved alignment 

methodology using movable datum targets for the centred part alignment with centred 

points. This paper is constructed as follows: the state of the art including basic theory and 

terminologies of datums and datum systems for geometrical parts from the current ISO 

standards are given in section 2. The corresponding deficits of ISO are detailed and analysed 

by using three hierarchical components in section 3. A new approach and an improved 

methodology are described in section 4. The conclusion is given in section 5. 

2. STATE OF THE ART  

2.1. TERMINOLOGY 

In order to understand the research and purpose of this paper the following important 

terminologies are explicated with the definitions and the illustrations: 

 Datum feature: real integral feature used for establishing a datum [1]. 

 Datum feature indicator: single features to be used for establishing datum features 

shall be indicated [1]. The symbol is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1.  Datum feature indicator: a box linked to a filled or open datum triangle by a leader line [1] 

 Datum: is a theoretically exact reference; It is defined by a plane, a straight line or  

a point, or a combination thereof [1]. 

 Datum target: portion of a datum feature which can nominally be a point, a line 

segment or an area [1]. The symbol is shown in Fig. 2a. 

 Moveable datum target: datum target with a controlled motion [1]. The symbol is 

shown in Fig. 2b. 

 

Fig. 2.  a) fixed datum target, b) moveable datum target [1] 
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 Common datum: datum established from two or more datum features considered 

simultaneously [1]. Fig. 3 is an example from ISO which illustrates the establishment  

of common datum A-B. A-B is the centred plane of datum features A and B. 

 

Fig. 3. a) single datum plane A and B, b) illustration of the establishment of the common datum A-B [1] 

 Complementary indication: if all the situation features [16] (plane, line or point)  

of datum are not required, the appropriate amount of complementary indications 

([PL] plane, [SL] straight line, [PT] point) should be added after the datum letter 

symbol [1]. For example [PL][SL] when a plane and straight line are required. 

2.2. ORIENTATION CONSTRAINTS AND 3-2-1 PRINCIPLE 

The centred part alignment with centred points is based on the thought model  

of the 3-2-1 principle [17,18], which constrains all 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) of a part in 

space. The 6 DOF contains three translations in X, Y and Z direction and 3 rotations around 

each axis [12,17,18]. Fig. 4 illustrates this principle. Wherein, based on the rule of ISO the 

primary datum imposes orientation constraints on the secondary datum and tertiary datum; 

the secondary datum imposes orientation constraints on the tertiary datum [1]. So in Fig. 4a 

the primary datum plane is established by three datum targets, the secondary datum plane is 

built by two points and the normal vector of the primary plane and the third plane is formed 

with the normal vectors of the primary and secondary planes and a point. Those three 

datums are generally considered as: primary datum plane; secondary datum line where  

the primary and secondary datum planes intersect or a line which is parallel to  

the intersection line; tertiary datum point is the intersection point of primary, secondary and 

tertiary datum planes (Fig. 4b). 

 

Fig. 4. a) 3-2-1 principle including orientation constraints, b) illustration of datums [1,18] 
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2.3. DATUM TARGET BY CENTRED PART ALIGNMENT 

Based on ISO the centred part alignment with derived geometrical element [16] shall 

be aligned with fixed datum targets. Fig. 5 shows a centred part (cylinder) alignment which 

is aligned with the middle line (axis) as a datum by using the fixed datum targets A1, A2 

and A3. 

 

Fig. 5. Centred part alignment with middle line by using fixed datum targets A1, A2 and A3 [1] 

3. DEFICITS OF THE ISO BASED METHOD 

The terminology deficits in this paper means that the ISO based method does not fully 

consider every situation by centred part alignment with centred point and some definitions 

are ambiguous, which causes corresponding limitations and space for interpretations.  

This section subdivides three examples of components of increasing complexity by 

analysing the deficits of centred part alignment imposed by ISO for each. The first example 

is a cube where its centred part alignment uses only one centred point; the second example 

is a U-shaped part with two centred points established from two parallel planes; the third 

example is a U-shaped part with two centred points established from four parallel offset 

planes. 

3.1. CUBE: CENTRED PART ALIGNMENT WITH ONE CENTRED POINT 

Centred part alignment with one centred point means a part is aligned with a middle 

point as datum which is established through a centring process. Fig. 6a illustrates a cube 

with its alignment. Fig. 6b shows its possible corresponding technical drawing based on ISO 

(Note: due to the clarity of the drawings, the theoretical exact dimensions (TED) are omitted 

in the following figures [1]). Fig. 6c illustrates the datums of the cube. The datum system 
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can be recognised in the tolerance frame of the position tolerance [19]. The cube is located 

firstly on the primary datum plane A which constrains the Z translation and rotations around 

Y and X axes. Then the cube is shifted to the datum targets B1 and B2, which have equal 

length in the Z direction and through these points jointly establish the secondary datum line 

B (Fig. 6c). This datum line constrains the Y translation and rotation around the X axis. 

Based on the ISO notation of datum targets, B1,2 shall be noted near to the datum feature 

indicator in the technical drawing. Now the only remaining DOF for the cube is the X 

translation. The tertiary datum point C-D (blue point in Fig. 6c) is the centred point in 

between the fixed datum targets C1 and D1 from two different datum feature surfaces. 

Based on ISO different datum letters shall be used on different datum feature surfaces.  

The first deficit is revealed when Fig. 6b is compared alongside Fig. 6c. There is no explicit 

definition in ISO on whether the datum feature indicator is positioned directly on the datum 

line / point (Fig. 6c) or on the surface of them (Fig. 6b). For example, the datum feature 

indicator B is drawn on the side surface of the cube in Fig. 6b, but in Fig. 6c it is drawn 

directly on the secondary datum line. These two potential notations for the datum feature 

indicator B in the technical drawing can result in the reader misunderstanding whether the 

datum is a plane on the surface or a line on the surface. This deficit exists in the three 

examples given below by all possible ISO technical drawings in Fig. 6, 7 and 9. 

 

Deficit 1: When following ISO it is not explicitly defined where to position the notation  

of the datum feature indicator of a datum line or a datum point on the surface in  

the technical drawing to convey accurate meaning 

 

The second deficit is revealed upon the alignment of the last DOF by using the two 

fixed datum targets C1 and D1. The surfaces of the cube which contain the fixed datum 

targets C1 and D1 have surface tolerance [12] of 0.5 mm in Fig. 6b. Theoretically, it is 

impossible to manufacture a perfect part without tolerances and therefore the cube will 

never be manufactured as a perfect fit in between the two fixed datum targets. It will be 

either manufactured too large or small for this gap. As a result, upon practical alignment  

the part will not be sufficiently constrained. 

 

Fig. 6. a) alignment of the cube, b) possible technical drawing based on ISO, c) illustration of datums [1] 

Deficit 2: Fixed datum targets based on ISO cannot function for a toleranced part when 

used for centred part alignment with the centred point  
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3.2. U-SHAPED PART: CENTRED PART ALIGNMENT WITH TWO CENTRED POINTS ESTABLISHED  

FROM TWO PARALLEL PLANES 

Centred part alignment with two centred point means a part is aligned with two middle 

points which are established through a centring process in the alignment. In order to analyse 

the deficits of centred part alignment with two centred points, the U-shaped part is 

illustrated in the Fig. 7. In analogy to the cube, the U-shaped part locates firstly on  

the primary datum plane A-B (Fig. 7c) which is established from the single datum planes  

A and B. A-B is parallel to the plane XY. Datum planes A and B are established from  

the entire datum features which results in an unstable datum plane establishing process.  

This deficit will be explicated at the end of the subsection 3.2. The U-shaped part is now 

shifted to the four fixed datum targets C1, C2, D1 and D2 which are located on two parallel 

planes. The part cannot be exactly aligned because of the deficit of the fixed datum targets 

which are described above. C1 has a different length in the Z direction to C2, whereas C1 

and C2 have the same length as D1 and D2 respectively. It leads that the established single 

datum lines C and D are inclined and mutually parallel, which are illustrated by the blue 

lines in Fig. 7c. The four fixed datum targets are used to establish the secondary datum line 

whose notation is currently missing in the tolerance frame in Fig. 7b imposed by ISO.  

This deficit will be explicated in detail in Fig. 8. The last DOF is constrained by the tertiary 

datum point E1 on the thickness plane. 

 

Fig. 7. a) alignment of the U-shaped part, b) possible technical drawing based on ISO, c) illustration of datums [1] 

Fig. 8 shows the side-view of the U-shaped part. The blue points in Fig. 8 illustrate the 

centred points of C1 and D1, C2 and D2, which are also drawn in Fig. 7c. Here a dash-dot-

dot line illustrates a possible secondary datum line according to the notation in the tolerance 

frame [19]. For reference, the primary datum plane is parallel to plane XY. Based on  

the orientation constraints between the primary and secondary datum, which are described 

in subsection 2.2, the secondary datum line must remain parallel to the X axis (black dash-

dot-dot line in Fig. 8a). This datum line can be either through the centred point of C1 and 

D1 or through the centred point of C2 and D2, both of which are correct. However, based on 

ISO the correct secondary datum line cannot be notated in the tolerance frame. Fig. 8b 

shows the current notation following ISO for C-D (common datum line) in the tolerance 

frame, however this incorrectly illustrates the secondary datum line as the inclined centred 

lines of C and D (blue dash-dot-dot line in Fig. 8b and Fig. 7c). 
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Fig. 8. Blue point; centred point; black dash-dot-dot line; correct secondary datum line; blue dash-dot-dot line; incorrect 

secondary datum line; - a) correct secondary datum line which cannot be notated in the tolerance frame, b) incorrect 

secondary datum line with notation C-D in the tolerance frame 

Deficit 3: Secondary datum line cannot be notated in the tolerance frame currently 

imposed by ISO when the part is aligned using two centred points 

 

Another deficit exists whereby ISO currently uses a plane across two entire datum 

feature surfaces A and B to establish the primary datum plane A-B. In practice, two  

U-shaped parts cannot be manufactured as exactly identical due to manufacturing 

tolerances. Therefore, when putting two U-shaped parts in the same alignment one after 

another, the touched points of the datum feature surfaces A and B in each U-shaped part are 

different. This results in the datum plane A-B to be established differently for each part, 

which puts at risk the reproducibility when establishing the datum plane. 

 

Deficit 4: Irreproducible datum plane establishing process due to the usage of the entire 

datum features 

3.3. U-SHAPED PART: CENTRED PART ALIGNMENT WITH TWO CENTRED POINTS ESTABLISHED  

FROM FOUR PARALLEL OFFSET PLANES 

A more complicated case of centred part alignment with two centred points which is 

established from four parallel offset planes is illustrated in Fig. 9. In analogy to the cube and 

the U-shaped part of subsection 3.2, it has the deficit 1, 2, 4 as well. The difference between 

the U-shaped part in Fig. 7 and the following Fig. 9 is: the fixed datum targets C1, D1, E1 

and F1 are in four different parallel offset planes. That is why they must be written with 

different datum letters and different datum feature indicators based on ISO. It means that, 

the four fixed datum targets establish four individual datum points as shown in Fig. 9c.  

All the four datum points contribute to establish the secondary datum line. However, the 

notation of the secondary datum line is still unknown according to the definition of ISO. 

This problem is an extension of deficit 3. 

Fig. 10 is the top-view of the U-shaped part which illustrates the possibilities  

of the notation of the secondary datum line in the tolerance frame. Due to the orientation 

constraint between the datum’s, the secondary datum line must be parallel to the X axis 

which is already explicated above.  
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Fig. 9. a) alignment of the U-shaped part, b) possible technical drawing based on ISO, c) illustration of datums [1] 

The black dash-dot-dot line in Fig. 10a illustrates all correct secondary datum lines.  

In Fig. 10b the centred point (blue point) of C1 and D1 is written as (C-D), in the same the 

centred point of E1 and F1 is written as (E-F). So their common datum (C-D)-(E-F) means 

the centred point of (C-D) and (E-F) would be the middle blue point in Fig. 10b. This point 

is not the correct secondary datum. Fig. 10c shows another possibility to notate  

the secondary datum line which uses the complementary indication [SL] after the common 

datum. But, this results in an inclined line which is directly through the two centred points 

and this is also an incorrect secondary datum line. 

 

Fig. 10. Blue point; centred point; black dash-dot-dot line; correct secondary datum line; blue dash-dot-dot line; 

incorrect secondary datum line; - a) correct secondary datum line which cannot be notated in the tolerance frame, 

b) common datum point as an incorrect secondary datum, c) inclined and incorrect secondary datum line  

4. NEW APPROACH 

This section proposes a new approach by using the example of the U-shaped part with 

four different parallel offset planes. This part contains all the four deficits described above 

and contains the most complex geometry in this paper. The approach offers a new notation 

system of the datum targets, datum’s and datum systems based on the analysis  

of the orientation constraints and the physical behaviour of the centred part alignment with 

centred points. The purpose of this new approach is to eliminate the above deficits, provide 

explicit and simplified technical drawing and stabilize the datum establishing process. 
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Fig. 11 shows the alignment, corresponding new notation system and the illustration  

of the datums. The primary datum plane, secondary datum line and tertiary datum point 

remain the same as in ISO, but the notation system (inclusive of numeration) is edited in  

the new approach. The following subsections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 explicate the improvements  

of the new approach and compare these alongside the ISO method hierarchically by 

primary, secondary and tertiary datums. 

 

Fig. 11. a) proposal of the new alignment, b) new notation system in the technical drawing, c) illustration of the datums 

4.1. IMPROVEMENTS OVER PRIMARY DATUM PLANE 

Fig. 12a shows the notation of the primary datum plane A-B based on ISO. Fig. 12b 

shows the notation of the primary datum plane A based on the new approach. Fig. 12c 

shows the illustration of the primary datum plane A according to the new approach.  

Both established datum planes, A-B and A, are mathematically and functionally identical 

and are both parallel to the plane XY and constrain the same DOF. The normal vectors  

of datum planes A and B also have the same direction. So, the common datum plane A-B is 

identical to datum planes A and B. That is why in the new approach, only the datum letter A 

is applied on both datum feature surfaces. The datum letter A is implemented throughout  

the three explicitly defined datum targets A1, A2 and A3, which is the number  

of mathematically required datum targets to establish an explicitly defined plane. 

 

Fig. 12. a) notation system based on ISO for primary datum plane A-B, b) notation system based on new approach  

for primary datum plane A, c) illustration of explicitly defined primary datum plane A based on new approach 
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Utilizing these explicitly defined datum targets, the deficit 4 can be eliminated.  

The datum feature indicators (for definition see subsection 2.1) can be omitted because of 

the simplicity and explicit understanding that there exists only one primary datum plane, A, 

within the technical drawing. Moreover, the datum feature indicators are not required for  

the measuring process, since the measurement technicians need only the datum targets to 

measure a part in space rather that the datum feature indicator. 

Improvements: 

1. Primary datum plane is simplified and written as A. 

2. Same alphabetical character A is applied on the two functionally identical datum 

feature surfaces, even though they are physically different planes. 

3. Explicitly defined datum targets are used to establish the explicitly defined primary 

datum plane, instead of the entire datum features. 

4. Datum feature indicators are omitted  

4.2. IMPROVEMENTS OVER SECONDARY DATUM LINE 

According to the orientation constraint, the secondary datum line is parallel to the X 

axis; which cannot be notated in the tolerance frame based on ISO (Fig. 13a). The new 

approach provides a suggestion for the secondary datum line in Fig. 13b with usage of the 

single datum character B. Fig. 13c illustrates the correct secondary datum line B and  

the centred points B4a and B4b, B5a and B5b. The secondary datum line is established by 

the moveable datum targets B4a, B4b, B5a and B5b from four different surfaces. They all 

contribute to establish the secondary datum line, so functionally they can all use the same 

alphabetical character B, instead of four different alphabetical characters C, D, E and F.  

The movement direction of the movable datum targets is specified by the median segment 

of the movable modifier [1]. The black arrows in Fig. 11a illustrate these movement 

directions of the moveable datum targets in the alignment. The usage of the movable datum 

targets by centred part alignment with the centred points eliminates the deficit 2 in which 

the body is not sufficiently constrained by the alignment process. The U-shaped part is 

aligned physically using the two centred points of B4a and B4b, B5a and B5b (the blue 

points in Fig. 13c). To illustrate which points should be used for the centring process,  

the small letters a and b are added to identify each pair. The thought model for the position 

of the secondary datum line states that: it can pass through either the centred point of B4a 

and B4b, or the centred point of B5a and B5b. If the datum establishment theory is 

explicitly defined, then the application of the single datum letter B in the tolerance frame 

can also be clearly defined and understood. As a result, the deficit 3 can also be eliminated. 

The U-shaped part has a total of 6 DOF. The primary datum plane blocks the first, second 

and third DOF and the secondary datum line blocks the fourth and fifth DOF. To illustrate 

this, the moveable datum targets are notated with the numbers 4 and 5 for each DOF 

blocked, respectively. The datum feature indicators are omitted because of the same reason 

as explained in subsection 4.1. Due to the omission, the deficit 1 is eliminated as well. 
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Fig. 13. a) notation system based on ISO for secondary datum line, b) notation system based on new approach for 

secondary datum line, c) illustration of the secondary datum line based on new approach 

Improvements: 

1. Secondary datum line is simplified and written as B. 

2. Same alphabetical character B is applied on the four functional identical planes. 

3. Moveable datum targets are applied to the centred part alignment. 

4. New numeration system of the datum targets offers a function-oriented, clarified and 

simplified technical drawing. 

5. Datum feature indicators are omitted.  

4.3. IMPROVEMENTS OVER TERTIARY DATUM POINT 

Fig. 14 shows the notation of the tertiary datum point imposed by ISO and by the new 

approach. Fig. 14c illustrates the tertiary datum point. The Tertiary datum point constrains 

the sixth (last) DOF, for this reason, the number 6 is added after the datum letter C in  

the datum target C6 following the new approach. Additionally, the datum feature indicator 

is not required for the measuring process, since the measurement technicians need only  

the datum target to measure a part in space rather that the datum feature indicator. 

 

Fig. 14. a) notation system based on ISO for tertiary datum point, b) notation system based on new approach for tertiary 

datum point, c) illustration of the tertiary datum point based on new approach 

Improvements: 

1. New numeration system of the datum targets which offers a function-oriented, 

clarified and simplified technical drawing. 

2. Datum feature indicators are omitted. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a novel notation system of the datum targets, datums and datum 

systems for the centred part alignment with centred points. This new approach uses three 

explicitly defined datum targets on the primary datum feature surfaces, to avoid  

the irreproducible datum establishment process. The moveable datum targets are 

implemented to align the part with the centred points, in order to avoid an insufficiently 

constrained part. The explicitly defined new notation (inclusive of numeration) system 

solves the missing notation definitions imposed by ISO and offers a function-oriented, 

clarified and simplified technical drawing. In the new approach all the datum’s are 

established from the movable and fixed datum targets which can be easily used in  

the measurement process. Future work involves applying the proposal to other complex 

geometry. 
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